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 This study examines two micro-level hypotheses about status ho-
 mogamy: (1) the cultural matching hypothesis (people prefer to
 marry someone of similar cultural status) and (2) the economic com-
 petition hypothesis (people prefer to marry someone of high eco-
 nomic status). Detailed occupations of newlyweds in the 1970 and
 1980 censuses are analyzed. Scales of cultural and economic occupa-
 tional status are developed, and log-linear models of scaled associa-
 tion are used to analyze 70 X 70 occupational marriage tables. It
 is found that assortative mating by cultural status is more important
 than assortative mating by economic status, the economic dimen-
 sion of status homogamy is more important when people marry
 late, and economic status homogamy has increased between 1970
 and 1980 at the expense of cultural status homogamy.

 Whether measured by social class, occupational prestige, or level of edu-
 cation, there is quite a strong resemblance between the status positions

 of newlyweds (Hout 1982; Jacobs and Furstenberg 1986; Kalmijn 1991;

 Mare 1991). Assortative mating by status, or status homogamy for short,

 is usually explained in terms of the opportunities people have to meet

 someone of the same status, the involvement of "third parties" such as

 parents and friends in the selection process, and the preference of individ-

 uals who are choosing one another (Kalmijn 1991). Past research on
 status homogamy has been marked by debate about the exact nature of

 these individual preferences. Two hypotheses have been suggested: the

 matching hypothesis, which argues that people prefer to marry someone

 of similar status (Kerckhoff and Davis 1962; DiMaggio and Mohr 1985),

 and the competition hypothesis, which argues that people prefer to marry

 someone of high status (Elder 1969; Mare 1991). At the surface, the two
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 Cultural and Economic Status

 types of preferences lead to the same pattern of assortative mating. When

 people prefer someone of high status, high-status candidates are most

 likely to receive marriage proposals; proposers with high status are in

 the best position of having their offer accepted. Hence, the most attrac-

 tive spouses end up choosing among themselves, while the least attractive

 spouses are essentially "stuck" with one another. Both matching and

 competition thus lead to a pattern of status similarity within marriage.

 If people's status positions are examined more closely, however, the

 two hypotheses have different implications. The matching hypothesis is

 based on the notion that similarity in long-term relationships ensures a

 common basis of conversation, provides confirmation of one's norms

 and values, and reduces friction within marriage that may arise from

 dissimilarity in tastes. Hence, this hypothesis is largely concerned with

 the cultural aspects of a person's status position. The competition hypoth-

 esis, in contrast, is based on the notion that the choice of a spouse is

 governed by the benefits of sharing the economic resources a partner

 brings to the marriage. In this scenario, the marriage market is governed

 by competition for economic resources. The question of whether match-

 ing or competition explains status homogamy can thus be answered in

 part by disentangling the cultural and economic dimensions of status

 homogamy.

 In this study, I test the two hypotheses by examining the detailed

 occupations of recently married husbands and wives in the 1970 and

 1980 censuses. Inspired by Bourdieu's (1979) work on cultural capital

 and stratification in France, I use occupations to divide status character-

 istics into an economic dimension and a cultural dimension. Earlier Euro-

 pean studies have shown that these dimensions are imperfectly correlated
 (De Graaf, Ganzeboom, and Kalmijn 1989). Occupations such as manag-

 ers of manufacturing firms and financial sales representatives, for exam-

 ple, have high economic status but relatively low cultural status, whereas

 occupations like teachers and artists have high cultural status but low

 economic status. Because the occupational structure can be characterized

 as a two-dimensional hierarchy, detailed occupations provide an impor-

 tant-though certainly not exclusive-means by which cultural and eco-
 nomic factors in marriage choice can be separated empirically.

 I focus on occupations for two reasons. First, occupations provide

 more diverse kinds of information to the analyst of marriage patterns

 than do general indicators of status like education and socioeconomic

 status. While occupational homogamy has been studied extensively in

 the past, most authors focus on only four or five occupational groups

 (see, e.g., Hunt 1940; Centers 1949; Hope 1972; Hout 1982). These analy-

 ses provide important information on the major class divisions in society,

 but ignore a large amount of variability within groups. My study is
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 an improvement over previous analyses in that I focus on occupational

 selection in detail (marriage tables of 70 rows and columns). Second, it

 is difficult to find direct measures of both spouses' cultural and economic

 characteristics at the time of marriage. DiMaggio and Mohr (1985) have

 shown that familiarity with high culture during high school is positively

 related to the education of the spouse one eventually marries. While their

 study is an innovative attempt to assess how cultural capital affects

 spouse selection, their conclusions are tentative because measures of

 spouses' cultural characteristics were unavailable. Other studies exam-

 ined data on both husbands' and wives' participation in high culture,

 but focused on existing marriages rather than on newlyweds (De Graaf

 1991). While such studies have the advantage of analyzing both sides of

 the marriage, they cannot distinguish between partner selection on the

 one hand and adaptive socialization or spousal influence during marriage

 on the other. Under these conditions, occupations provide a suitable

 alternative. Census data have information on both spouses' occupations,

 and by limiting the sample to newlyweds we can examine their occupa-

 tions close to the time of marriage.

 The theoretical concern of my study lies in the way status boundaries

 in society are formed. Researchers in this field have traditionally followed

 the stratification literature by arguing that high correlations between the

 status positions of spouses are evidence of rigid stratification systems

 much in the same way that high correlations between fathers' and sons'

 statuses reveal a lack of mobility (Hout 1982; Jones 1987; Ultee and
 Luijkx 1990). This interpretation implicitly assumes that the marriage

 market is governed by competition for scarce resources. Put differently,

 homogamy prevails because lower-status groups are denied the desired

 access to the intimate social circles of higher-status groups. If the choice

 of a spouse is driven by a tendency to seek cultural similarity, however,

 lower-status groups will be endogamous, not so much because they are

 denied access to higher groups, but primarily because they do not seek

 access to these groups in the first place (DiMaggio and Mohr 1985). In

 more general terms, marriage selection based on economic competition

 suggests that status-group closure in marriage is evidence of vertical ex-

 clusion, whereas selection based on cultural matching suggests that sta-
 tus-group closure is evidence of what has been called "self-elimination"
 (Lamont and Lareau 1988; Lamont 1992). Although direct evidence on

 the formation of status boundaries is difficult to obtain, studying assorta-
 tive mating by cultural and economic status provides a first step in this

 direction.2

 2 Many years ago, E. 0. Laumann (1966) raised a similar question in his study of
 social stratification in the Boston metropolitan area. Using subjective data on social
 distance and objective data on occupations, he found more support for the competition
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 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND AND HYPOTHESES

 Both sociologists and economists have traditionally seen the family as a

 unit that produces status, economic well-being, and offspring (Edwards

 1968; Becker 1981). Sociologists argue more explicitly that the family

 also produces what can be called "relational goods," such as social con-

 firmation and affection. Marriage is beneficial because these goods can

 either not be produced individually (e.g., offspring and affection) or can

 be produced more effectively in a collective fashion (e.g., status and

 economic well-being). Because economic and cultural resources play a

 central role in the production of marital goods, these characteristics are

 immediately relevant to the choice of a spouse as well. Who marries

 whom also depends on a range of social-psychological characteristics,

 such as need complementarity, compatibility in personality characteris-

 tics, and physical attractiveness, but since these factors are not strongly

 correlated with status, they are less relevant for explaining patterns of

 status homogamy.

 Economic Resources

 When income is shared by the family members, people maximize their
 income by looking for spouses with the most attractive economic re-

 sources. The nature of this competition varies with the role women play

 in society. Microeconomic theories of assortative mating argue that when

 the gender gap in earnings is high, there will be an exchange between

 male economic resources and female resources in other respects (Becker

 1981). Assuming marriage is based on the benefits that stem from the

 division of paid and domestic labor in the household, the earnings disad-

 vantage of women in the labor market gives men a comparative advan-

 tage in paid labor, so that the wife's time is used more productively when
 it is spent on household labor. As a result, men and women are said to

 exchange paid and domestic labor resources. Sociologists have long made

 similar arguments about occupational prestige (Edwards 1968). Studies

 of the "marital mobility" of women, for example, argue that when

 women share equally in the status of the family, they have an incentive

 to look for men with prestigious occupations (Tyree and Treas 1974).

 These men, in turn, are willing to accept a spouse of lower prestige as

 long as the prestige of families in society depends primarily on men's

 occupations. In this perspective, marriage is sometimes regarded as an

 exchange of male occupational prestige and female qualities in other

 hypothesis (which he called the prestige hypothesis) than for the matching hypothesis
 (which he called the like-me hypothesis).

 425
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 domains, such as high class origins (Rubin 1968) and physical attrac-

 tiveness (Stevens, Owens, and Schaefer 1990).

 When sex roles become more liberal, these forms of exchange begin to

 lose their meaning. Parallel to a rapid increase in female labor force

 participation in the last decades, there has been a shift in the nature of

 married women's work. Whereas in the past wives often worked on an

 irregular basis to supplement temporarily low incomes of their husbands,

 in contemporary society their work more often reflects an independent

 career choice. Changes in the nature of women's work have led several

 authors to believe that women's economic resources are becoming in-

 creasingly attractive to men (Davis 1984; Schoen and Wooldredge 1989;

 Mare 1991). The wife's human capital may facilitate the husband's access

 to networks that are helpful in his career, her earnings may subsidize his

 human capital investments, and the economic security she offers may

 lessen the need to settle for short-term career benefits, thereby increasing

 his opportunity to choose more attractive, long-term career objectives.

 If female labor outside the home reflects women's individual desires to

 work rather than life-cycle-generated economic needs of the family, the
 prestige of the wife's occupation may also become increasingly important

 for the status of the family. As Kingsley Davis said in his essay on the

 sex-role revolution, "In industrial societies, it used to be that a woman

 would be asked what her husband does for a living. Now increasingly,

 men are being asked what their wives do" (Davis 1984, p. 397).

 In sum, the economic perspective on the family implies that in a society

 with traditional sex roles, women are competing among themselves for

 men with attractive economic resources, whereas men are competing for

 women with attractive resources in other domains. After the sex-role

 revolution, men are believed to compete for economically attractive

 women just as women have always competed for economically attractive

 men. Because economic competition in the marriage market has become

 more symmetrical, it has become more intense as well.

 Cultural Resources

 An alternative hypothesis about marriage selection is that people prefer to

 marry someone who is similar with respect to cultural resources. Cultural

 resources include a variety of values and behaviors, such as child-rearing

 values, political attitudes, cultural literacy, taste in art and music, and

 styles of speech. Because cultural resources govern the way people inter-

 act with each other, they are of particular importance for the production

 of relational goods, such as affection and social confirmation, in mar-
 riage. That people prefer cultural similarity in personal relationships has

 been confirmed in a range of experimental social-psychological studies.

 426
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 Similarity of values and opinions leads to mutual confirmation of behav-

 ior and worldviews (Newcomb 1956; Byrne 1971), similarity of taste

 enlarges opportunities to participate in joint activities (Werner and Par-

 melee 1979), and similarity of knowledge creates a common basis for

 conversation, which enhances mutual understanding (Davis 1981). Al-

 though sociologists have primarily used social psychological theories of

 attraction to explain the development of friendships (Verbrugge 1977),

 these insights are obviously relevant for the choice of a spouse as well.

 In theory, the distinction between cuitural matching and economic

 competition can be challenged by positing that spouses compete for cul-

 tural resources just as they do for economic resources. This would be

 plausible if cultural capital could be "converted" into economic capital

 through the educational system (Bourdieu 1979). For example, people

 may have an incentive to search for a person who is engaged in high

 culture, either because this yields prestige in the community or because

 it helps one's children get ahead in school. Such arguments are not imme-

 diately plausible, however, because they ignore the interactional element

 of personal relationships. Large discrepancies in knowledge muddle the

 communication process and diverging values and worldviews reduce the

 amount of mutual confirmation people can obtain. In addition, one of

 the more salient characteristics separating people with different amounts

 of cultural capital is the way they speak and communicate (Bernstein

 1971). Strong differences in language codes hamper mutual understand-

 ing and may give both parties a feeling of estrangement in social inter-

 action.

 Occupations as Badges in the Marriage Market

 Searches on the marriage market generally involve considerable uncer-

 tainty about the long-term characteristics of a future spouse (Oppenhei-

 mer 1988). Although a period of dating or cohabitation obviously reduces

 these uncertainties, the changes people experience as they get older can-

 not be predicted well in advance. Uncertainty is especially salient on the

 marriage market because having been married for a while and having

 been "productive" in marriage (e.g., by having children) may reduce

 one's attractiveness to new marriage candidates after divorce. A common
 strategy of reducing uncertainty is to focus on characteristics that can be

 known with certainty and that provide clues of future resources. Charac-

 teristics that can be noticed without much difficulty are education, occu-

 pation, family background, and ethnicity. These attributes are not merely

 statistical proxies in the empirical study of homogamy, but "badges"

 that individuals wear to show others what kind of person they are.

 Spouse selection can thus be regarded as a filtering process (Goode 1964).

 427
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 People first use proxies to reduce the entire pool of candidates to a limited

 set of individuals and subsequently find their spouse by interacting within

 these homogeneous networks. The second part of the process is also the

 phase in which more psychological factors like love and need complemen-

 tarity come into play (Winch 1958).

 Of the various badges that are worn in the marriage market, occupa-

 tion is a particularly important one. The kind of work a person does

 serves as a mark of one's financial prospects; it tells us something about

 the kind of norms, values, and tastes a person will develop, and it func-

 tions as an indicator of the prestige one receives in the community (Trei-

 man 1977). Because so much of contemporary daily life is organized

 around work, the kind of work prospective marriage partners do is also

 an important indicator of how their life together will be organized (Op-

 penheimer 1988). While occupations have occasionally been criticized for

 being a weaker empirical predictor of values and lifestyles than educa-

 tional attainment (Davis 1982), such critiques typically depend on crude

 classifications of occupations. Detailed examinations of occupational ef-

 fects (Peterson and Simkus 1992; Porter 1967) generally show that occu-

 pational cultures do exist. More important, recent European studies have

 shown that when occupational status is disentangled into cultural and

 economic dimensions, it has important and differential effects on a range

 of lifestyles and values net of the influence of education (Bourdieu 1979;

 De Graaf et al. 1989). My study follows these earlier studies and uses

 the earnings levels of detailed occupations as measures of the economic

 resources of newlyweds; it uses the schooling levels of detailed occupa-

 tions as measures of newlyweds' cultural resources.

 Occupations also have well-known limitations. First, it can be argued
 that the jobs women hold before marriage are unreliable or at least in-

 complete indicators of their social status (Rubin 1968). Many married

 women did not work for pay after marriage, and if they did, their occupa-

 tion would sometimes be different from the occupation they held before

 marriage. While this is a plausible criticism under conditions of tradi-

 tional sex roles, the rise in married women's labor force participation

 and the increasing age at marriage make it increasingly possible to say

 that both men and women are "known by their work." Second, life-

 course research has shown that the transition to adult economic and

 familial roles is a long and sometimes messy process (Rindfuss, Swice-

 good, and Rosenfeld 1987). For example, many teenagers and young

 adults hold jobs while in school, and such jobs tend to have little relation-

 ship with their ultimate occupation. In this case, prospective brides (or

 grooms) have better information on the future characteristics of their

 spouse than the occupational data suggest. Temporary and other mar-

 ginal forms of employment may also continue for a while after people

 428
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 leave school. In this case, the stopgap nature of a man's job may truly re-

 flect uncertainty about his ultimate career destination (Oppenheimer 1988).

 Hypotheses

 Using the aforementioned measures of cultural and economic occupa-

 tional status, four hypotheses will be examined empirically.
 HYPOTHESIS 1. -If cultural matching is more important on the mar-

 riage market than is economic competition, we would expect similarity

 with respect to occupational schooling (cultural status) to be greater than

 similarity with respect to occupational earnings (economic status).

 HYPOTHESIS 2. -If economic competition on the marriage market has

 increased over time, we would expect to find an increase in similarity

 with respect to occupational earnings without a corresponding increase
 in similarity with respect to occupational schooling.

 HYPOTHESIS 3. -Insofar as partner choice is oriented toward tradi-

 tional sex roles within marriage, we may expect a trade-off between eco-
 nomic and cultural resources. More specifically, we would expect men

 with high occupational earnings to marry women with high occupational

 schooling (cultural status) more often than they marry women with high
 occupational earnings (economic status).

 HYPOTHESIS 4. -The relevance of occupation as a marker in the marriage

 market increases as people get older and gain experience in the labor market.

 Hence, we would expect both cultural and economic dimensions of occupa-

 tional homogamy to become more important over the individual life cycle.

 ANALYSES AND FINDINGS

 After developing a scale of cultural and economic occupational status, I
 examine the occupations of recently married couples in the 1970 and

 1980 censuses. I first describe the occupational marriage patterns in an

 exploratory fashion and subsequently use the empirically derived two-

 dimensional status scale in a series of log-linear models to test the four
 hypotheses.

 Two Dimensions of Occupational Status

 To develop scales of occupational status, I use data on the civilian labor

 force in the 1% public use microsamples of the 1970 and 1980 U.S.
 censuses. In each census, I combine the more than 400 occupational titles

 into 70 occupational groups. Detailed occupations are merged when they

 are roughly similar with respect to industry and type of work. Insofar as

 possible, I keep occupations separate that are similar in type of work but

 429
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 different in earnings or education (e.g., postal clerks vs. other mail clerks,

 policemen vs. other protective service workers). Managerial and adminis-

 trative occupations are grouped on the basis of major industry because

 earnings differences within this group strongly depend on type of industry

 (e.g., managers of retail trade vs. managers of manufacturing compa-

 nies). Even though the detailed census classification has changed between

 1970 and 1980, the 70 occupational groups are reasonably comparable

 across censuses.

 I follow the spirit of Duncan's original approach to scaling occupa-

 tions, but I separate the two ingredients that are combined in the conven-

 tional socioeconomic index of occupations (Duncan 1961; Stevens and

 Cho 1985). The earnings of the workers in an occupation provide a mea-

 sure of a person's economic status position, and the levels of schooling

 of the workers in an occupation are an indicator of a person's cultural

 status position. Because occupations vary in age composition (Kaufman

 and Spilerman 1982), the relationship between occupational earnings and

 schooling is downwardly biased. Occupations with many young workers,

 such as food service workers, tend to have low earnings due to well-

 known life-cycle effects on earnings, but relatively high levels of educa-

 tion due to the historical increase in schooling. I therefore standardized

 all measures for age by regressing years of schooling completed and the

 natural logarithm of annual earnings on a set of dummy variables for

 detailed occupations and a second-order polynomial specification of age.

 The scale scores are the earnings and education levels of each occupation

 as predicted by these individual-level regressions. Scales are constructed

 for the male and female civilian labor force separately.3
 Figure 1 presents the cultural and economic occupational status scales

 for the male labor force. As can be seen from the scatterplot, the two

 measures are imperfectly correlated (r = .74). All administrators and

 managers, except those in retail trade, have high earnings but relatively

 low levels of schooling, whereas most occupations in the educational and

 cultural sectors have relatively low earnings and high levels of schooling

 (teachers, artists, social workers, and writers). Physicians rank highest
 on both dimensions, while legal specialists take second place in both.

 3 Regressions are run separately for the 1970 and 1980 census. The final scale is
 the average of the two. Earnings refer to annual income from wages, salary, and
 self-employment in the calendar year before the census. Persons with zero earnings
 are excluded. I did not take into account weeks and hours worked because the eco-
 nomic status scale is intended to reflect an individual's overall expected economic
 position in society, which is affected by labor supply. Occupational earnings are
 defined as the expected annual earnings for men and women who are in the middle
 of their career (men and women 40 years old). Occupational schooling is defined
 similarly.
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 The scatterplot confirms Bourdieu's (1979) work on France and work by

 De Graaf et al. (1989) on the Netherlands, which have shown that the

 occupational structure consists of two, partially independent hierarchies:

 a cultural and an economic status ladder. Bourdieu also argues that the

 two dimensions of status are primarily distinct at the top, and he even

 speaks of two mutually exclusive French elites: a cultural elite consisting

 of occupants of the educational system and the arts, and an economic

 elite consisting of occupants of the higher positions in business, industry,

 and trade. My scales show that this is generally true for the stratification

 system in the United States as well. For professional, technical, manage-

 rial, and administrative occupations, the Pearsonian correlation between

 cultural and economic status is .46; for lower-level occupations it is .69.

 While the dimensions overlap the least at the top, there are also exam-
 ples of disparities between cultural and economic status in the middle

 of the hierarchy. Most service occupations and retail sales workers are

 relatively high on the cultural dimension, whereas foremen, and crafts-

 men in metal and printing industries, are relatively high on the economic

 dimension. The low earnings of food and personal service workers are

 probably due to the fact that many of these workers work part-time.

 That manufacturing workers have higher earnings than other, similarly

 educated occupations in part reflects the higher degrees of unionization

 in these industries. The scatterplot for the female labor force looks fairly

 similar, but the correlation between the two dimensions is somewhat

 lower (r = .67).4 Full occupational scores are available upon request.

 Data and Measurement

 To analyze occupational homogamy, I examine the cross-classification of

 husbands' and wives' detailed occupations. The analysis is limited to

 married persons between the ages of 16 and 34 who live together and
 have been married for about two years (two-year marriage cohorts).5 By

 focusing on recently married couples, my estimates will not be affected

 by the influence that spouses may have on each other's career during

 I The correlation between male and female characteristics of occupations is .98 for
 the cultural dimension and .91 for the economic dimension. That the two cross-sex
 correlations are different suggests that if everyone were to marry within his or her
 occupation (which is impossible in practice), the cultural dimension of homogamy
 would be stronger than the economic dimension. Because this may artificially affect
 my comparisons, I also fitted models based on male status scales for both husbands
 and wives. The findings from these analyses were essentially the same.

 5 Because census data do not provide information on the exact dates of birth and
 marriage, I selected couples in which the wife's age at the time of the census is at
 most two years higher than her age at marriage.
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 marriage.6 Limiting the sample to newlyweds also rules out bias that

 may arise from attrition through separation and divorce. Because second

 and later marriages tend to have different levels of homogamy than first

 marriages (Jacobs and Furstenberg 1986), the sample is limited to men

 and women who married for the first time.

 In each census, people who were at work at the time of the census

 reported the occupation they had in the week prior to the census. Persons

 who were unemployed at that time but worked in the past and persons

 not in the labor force who worked at some point in the decade preceding

 the census reported their last occupation. While the labor force participa-

 tion of married women was still on the low side in the 1970s, throughout

 this century the employment of single women has been about as high as

 that of single men (Sweet and Bumpass 1987, p. 73). Since I focus on

 recently married women, those who quit their job upon entering marriage

 are included in the labor reserve and report the occupation they had

 before marriage. This approach is an improvement over previous studies

 of occupational homogamy, most of which excluded large numbers of-

 predominantly female-homemakers (Hout 1982).

 The drawback of focusing on newlyweds is that some persons never

 worked before marriage (about 10% of the women and 5%-7% of the

 men). Additional analyses show that persons who never worked marry

 at an earlier age, and are more likely to marry while in school or soon

 after finishing school. Women who never worked are also more likely

 than others to marry men who never worked. We could regard these

 persons as homemakers or assign them a general status score based on

 their education, but this probably would have little differential effect on

 the two forms of occupational homogamy. While husbands and wives

 who marry early tend to be more similar with respect to education (Mare

 1991), there are no immediate reasons to believe that those who never

 worked would be more similar with respect to economic status than with

 respect to cultural status (or vice versa). With the data at hand, however,

 it is not possible to assess the direction and extent of this bias directly.

 The best alternative is to obtain indirect information on possible biases

 by examining the importance of life-cycle factors for persons who do

 have occupational data.

 A Description of Occupational Marriage Selection

 Which occupations are most endogamous? And which occupations inter-
 marry most often? Using the pooled 1970 and 1980 marriage tables, I

 6 Because census data do not contain information on unmarried couples, mutual in-
 fluence or adaptive socialization during a period of cohabitation before marriage can-
 not be taken into account.
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 present in table 1 the percentages of husbands and wives who marry

 within their occupation. Overall, few people marry within their group

 (6%), but this is largely a consequence of the detailed nature of the

 classification. Because occupation-specific percentages are strongly af-

 fected by the relative size of an occupational group, I also present odds

 ratios. In the present application, odds ratios are defined as the ratio of

 the odds that a person with a given occupation marries within rather

 than outside the group to the odds that a person with another occupation

 marries a person with that specific occupation. The higher this ratio, the

 stronger the degree of endogamy. Odds ratios are an appealing measure

 of endogamy because they are not affected by the relative size of the

 group under consideration.

 The highest levels of in-marriage are observed for professional and

 technical occupations, and within this group, lawyers, religious workers,

 physicians, and college teachers are most endogamous. Managers and

 administrators are the second most endogamous group, while sales and

 clerical workers are the least endogamous. Next to differences in odds
 ratios between major occupational groups, we observe substantial varia-

 tion within major groups.

 It is often presumed that people tend to marry within their occupation

 because they meet their spouse at work. Whether the workplace fosters

 endogamy largely depends on the extent to which the workplace is segre-

 gated by sex and (detailed) occupation. Table 1 shows that there are

 sharp sex differences in occupation-specific in-marriage percentages, and

 most of these are consistent with what we would expect given the occupa-

 tional segregation of young men and women. For example, 41% of male

 school teachers marry a teacher, but only 16% of female school teachers

 do so. Lawyers show the opposite pattern: 47% of female lawyers are

 married to lawyers, whereas only 12 % of male lawyers are married within

 their group. Whether endogamy is also affected by the occupational het-

 erogeneity of the workplace is more difficult to assess, although some

 cases provide supportive evidence. Postal clerks, for example, are the

 most endogamous clerical occupation, and policemen are the most endog-

 amous service occupation. Both groups tend to work in occupationally

 less heterogeneous settings than other clerical and service workers. The

 highly endogamous marriage choices of farm laborers probably reflect a

 mixture of workplace effects on the one hand and more general con-
 straints such as rural isolation on the other.

 Because, in general, few people marry within their group, it is instruc-

 tive to examine which occupations intermarry. From my theoretical per-

 spective, lawyers and physicians are a particularly interesting case be-

 cause if they intermarry, they cannot "match" on the two dimensions

 simultaneously (unless lawyers marry teachers). As table 2 shows, the
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 PERCENTAGE OF NEWLYWEDS MARRIED WITHIN OCCUPATION

 HUSBANDS WIVES
 Odds

 OCCUPATION % N % N Ratio

 Professional/technical:

 Legal specialists ................................ 11.9 294 47.3 74 166.5

 Religious specialists ........................... 3.9 128 27.8 18 150.9

 Physicians ................................. 7.1 294 28.4 74 69.7

 College teachers ................................ 10.3 339 18.1 193 34.9

 Physical scientists .............................. 5.0 322 15.0 107 27.6

 Therapists ................................. 10.8 148 5.6 287 21.5

 Social scientists ................................. 2.5 121 4.9 61 21.1

 Social and recreation workers ......... ..... 10.8 192 6.2 340 18.4

 Computer specialists .......................... 5.9 523 15.0 207 17.1

 Writers and librarians ........................ 7.0 157 4.5 245 15.5

 Artists ................. ................ 7.7 440 10.1 338 13.1

 School teachers ................................. 41.3 1,374 16.1 3,520 10.5

 Engineers ............................. .... 1.4 1,282 21.2 85 10.0

 Accountants ................................. 4.7 663 8.5 364 7.0

 Nurses and health technicians ......... ..... 26.0 400 4.3 2,442 6.9

 Technicians ................................. 4.0 1,706 12.2 566 3.9

 Miscellaneous professionals .......... ....... .0 104 .0 26 .0

 Managers/administrators:

 Farm managers ................................ 4.7 531 62.5 40 157.6

 Construction managers ............... ........ .6 173 16.7 6 56.1

 Public administrators ......................... 3.2 157 6.9 72 23.6

 Communications utilities ............. ........ 2.2 139 5.6 54 20.8

 Wholesale trade managers ............ ....... .8 238 4.3 46 9.3

 Finance managers ............................. 4.0 556 8.3 265 8.1

 Personnel workers ............................. 3.0 230 3.6 194 8.1

 Manufacturing managers ............ ........ 1.7 519 7.8 115 8.0

 Retail sales managers ......................... 4.5 1,277 13.2 438 5.9

 Professional services .......................... 2.5 317 3.3 239 5.4

 Sales/clerical:

 Postal clerks ................................. 2.0 254 6.7 75 13.8

 Other mail clerks .............................. 1.7 116 1.3 150 5.7

 Sales and clerical supervisors ......... ...... 3.7 622 5.9 388 5.0

 Public relations workers ............. ........ .9 114 1.2 81 5.3

 File and library clerks ........................ 8.4 203 1.9 903 4.9

 Adjusters and investigators .......... ....... 3.4 320 2.6 431 4.0

 Retail sales workers ........................... 15.7 1,663 5.3 4,886 3.9

 Financial sales representatives ........ ..... 2.1 703 5.4 279 3.9

 Information clerks/receptionists ........ .... 7.3 137 1.0 1,021 3.7

 Other sales representatives ........... ....... 1.2 953 6.4 171 3.5

 Telephone operators .......................... 3.7 27 .2 544 3.4

 Distribution clerks ............................. 3.3 1,237 6.9 594 2.9

 Office machine operators ............ ........ 1.5 266 1.4 294 2.5

 Administrative support clerks ......... ..... 14.7 675 2.6 3,744 2.1

 Financial clerks ................................ 7.4 366 1.2 2,241 1.6

 Secretaries ................................. 20.6 97 .3 7,568 1.4
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 TABLE 1 (Continued)

 HUSBANDS WIVES
 Odds

 OCCUPATION % N % N Ratio

 Crafts:

 Printing crafts ................................. 1.6 370 4.9 123 6.7

 Auto mechanics ................................ .2 1,232 14.3 14 6.4

 Metal crafts ................................. .5 842 9.3 43 5.8

 Foremen ........................ ......... 1.0 1,085 8.5 130 4.1

 Miscellaneous craftsmen ..................... 2.4 1,198 8.7 332 3.8

 Other mechanics ............................... .6 1,967 13.6 81 3.7

 Construction crafts ............................ .4 3,595 23.1 65 3.7

 Operatives:

 Textile operatives .............................. 34.8 319 7.5 1,478 18.2

 Metal machine operatives ................... 2.4 908 12.0 184 7.3

 Material moving operatives ................. .3 973 9.4 32 5.1

 Hand working operatives .................... 6.0 1,658 10.3 965 3.4

 Inspectors and testers ......................... 2.6 464 3.1 386 3.4

 Transport operatives .......................... . 7 2,328 13.1 122 3.0

 Other machine operatives ................... 7.0 2,897 15.3 1,317 3.0

 Laborers:

 Farm laborers ................................. 13.0 631 29.0 283 35.3

 Construction laborers ......................... .6 947 20.7 29 13.1

 Agricultural laborers .......................... 1.3 449 5.9 102 6.7

 Miscellaneous laborers ........................ 2.8 1,753 14.7 333 4.7

 Freight and stock handlers .................. .3 630 5.3 38 4.2

 Baggers and packagers ....................... 2.6 643 2.6 664 2.0

 Service workers:

 Policemen and firemen ....................... 1.0 668 30.4 23 31.6

 Private household workers .................. 12.5 16 .5 419 16.4

 Health service workers ....................... 18.9 217 2.3 1,763 6.3

 Cleaners ................................. 5.8 852 8.6 573 5.5

 Food service workers ......................... 23.4 743 5.1 3,382 4.2

 Personal service workers ..................... 12.0 366 2.7 1,660 3.9

 Protective service workers ................... .4 261 1.6 62 3.0

 five female occupations that are most frequently married to physicians

 consist of a mixture of occupations that are high in economic status but
 low in cultural status (trade managers), occupations that are high in

 cultural status and relatively low in economic status (college teachers),

 and occupations that are high in both respects (lawyers). A clearer picture

 forms when we examine who marries a female physician. Of all male

 occupations, college teachers and social scientists are most likely to be

 married to a female physician. Since both groups rank high in the cultural
 hierarchy but fairly low in the economic status ladder, similarity with

 regard to cultural status seems to play a more important role in marriage
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 TABLE 2

 PERSONS MOST FREQUENTLY MARRIED TO LAWYERS, PHYSICIANS, MANAGERS,

 AND SCHOOL TEACHERS

 Women Married to Physicians (%) Men Married to Physicians (%)

 Wholesale trade managers ........... 4.3 College teachers ........................ 1.2

 Physical scientists ...................... 3.7 Social scientists ......................... .8

 College teachers ........................ 3.6 Health technicians ..................... .8

 Nurses ................... ........ 3.4 Receptionists ............................ . 7

 Lawyers ......................... .. 3.4 Therapists ............................ 7 .7

 All wives ........................... .6 All husbands ...................... .2

 Women Married to Lawyers (%) Men Married to Lawyers (%)

 Social scientists ......................... 6.3 Physical scientists ...................... .9

 Public administrators .................. 4.9 Mail clerks ........................... .9

 Finance managers ...................... 4.9 Physicians ........................... .7

 Writers .................. ......... 4.5 Public administrators .................. .6

 Therapists ........................... 4.5 Sales supervisors ....................... .2

 All wives ........................... .6 All husbands ...................... .2

 Women Married to Managers (%) Men Married to School Teachers (%)

 Communications managers .......... 9.3 Lawyers ........... ........... 22.1

 Public administrators .................. 8.3 Professional service managers ....... 21.8

 Personnel specialists ................... 8.2 Therapists ............. ......... 21.6

 Professionals (misc.) ................... 7.7 Clergy ......... ............. 20.3

 Public relations specialists ........... 7.4 Professionals (misc.) ................... 20.2

 All wives ........................... 3.1 All husbands ...................... 7.4

 NOTE.-Managers are limited to manufacturing, finance, construction, and wholesale trade.

 selection than similarity with regard to economic status. The groups most
 likely to marry male lawyers are social scientists, public administrators,

 finance managers, and writers (see table 2).

 It is also interesting to examine who marries female school teachers, a

 cultural status group with low earnings, and who marries managers of

 manufacturing, finance, construction, and wholesale trade, a high eco-

 nomic status group with comparatively little schooling. The list of female

 occupations marrying male managers points to economic rather than cul-

 tural similarity (personnel specialists, public relations workers, and com-

 munications managers). The list of male occupations that most often

 marry female school teachers, on the other hand, is characterized by
 either high status in both dimensions (lawyers and professional service

 managers) or by high cultural and low economic status (religious workers

 and therapists).
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 LOG-LINEAR ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL MARRIAGE

 SELECTION

 Log-linear models of scaled association are frequently used to analyze

 association in square contingency tables with ordered categories (Good-

 man 1979). I rely on multidimensional extensions of these models intro-

 duced by Hout (1984). The set of nij observed counts in the 4,900 (70 x
 70) combinations of husband's (i) and wife's (j) occupation can be re-

 garded as arising from a multinomial sampling distribution with E(nij)
 = mij It is plausible to assume that mij is a function of differential
 opportunity on the one hand and mutual selection preferences on the

 other. With differential opportunity I refer to effects that stem from the

 relative size of male and female occupations in the marriage table. With

 selection preferences, I refer to people's preferences to marry within the

 group (endogamy) and their preferences to marry occupations that are

 close to them when marrying outside the group (homogamy).

 To formulate a log-linear model, I first define a set of variables: Xi is
 a vector of dichotomous variables referring to husbands' occupation (Xi
 = 1 when husband's occupation is i; Xi = 0 otherwise); Yj is a vector
 of dichotomous variables referring to wife's occupation (Yj = 1 when
 wife's occupation is j; Yj = 0 otherwise); Ci and Cj represent the cultural
 status scores for male and female occupations; Ei and Ej represent the
 economic status scores for male and female occupations; and P is a di-

 chotomous variable indicating whether the occupational combination is

 endogamous (P = 1 if i = j; P = 0 otherwise). The model can now be

 defined as

 70 70

 ln(mij) = E LXi + EotYj + -yP+ -yPEp + YCPCa
 i~=l j=l

 + beeEjEj + 5ic7Cj.

 The ot parameters adjust for the marginal distributions and take into

 account that marriage selection depends on the relative size of male and

 female occupations in the table. The y parameters model occupational

 endogamy. Following Hout (1984), y can be called a "general endog-

 amy" parameter; it measures the overall degree of in-marriage. Parame-

 ters yc and ye can be called "scaled endogamy" parameters and measure
 how the strength of endogamy varies along the cultural and the economic

 status dimensions.7 The 8 parameters, which can be called "scaled asso-

 7To simplify the model, I averaged the male and female scores in the interaction
 effects with P. Thus Ca represents the average cultural status score, and Ea represents
 the average economic status score.
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 ciation" parameters, model occupational homogamy. The 5C parameter
 measures how cultural status differences affect the degree of intermar-
 riage while controlling for economic differences between occupations.
 Similarly, the be parameter measures how economic status differences
 affect the degree of intermarriage while controlling for cultural differ-

 ences between occupations. To assess which of the two status factors are

 stronger impediments to intermarriage, I transformed all status scales

 into scores with zero mean and unit variance.8

 The model above can be interpreted by considering the odds ratios in

 the 2 x 2 subtables composed of rows (i) and (i + d) and columns (j)
 and (j + d) in the larger table. Because of the presence of endogamy

 parameters, we need to distinguish 2 x 2 tables that do not involve

 diagonal cells (i # j) from subtables that do (i = j). I first discuss the
 former case. Compare the odds of marrying a woman with status Cj +
 Cd rather than Cj for two men who are Cd points apart (all parties have
 equal scores on Es). The easier it is for a man to marry up the scale,
 compared to how easy that is for a "lower" man, the stronger the associa-

 tion in the subtable, and the less intermarriage (or more homogamy)

 across distance Cd (Men and women can be interchanged.) Based on the

 above model, the logarithm of this odds ratio is defined as

 01 = Inm(i + d) + d)Im(i + d)j 2 for i=j.
 mi(j + d)Imi

 The association in this 2 x 2 subtable is a direct function of the squared

 distance and the 5C parameter. In other words, 8' measures the degree

 of homogamy for one unit of distance along Ci
 Subtables that involve diagonal cells have a different interpretation.

 For the 2 x 2 subtable of teachers and lawyers, for example, we can
 compute the ratio of the odds that a lawyer marries a lawyer (rather than
 a teacher), to the odds that a teacher marries a lawyer (rather than a
 teacher). If lawyers and teachers are Cd points apart, and assuming they

 have equal scores on Ei this odds ratio is defined as,

 0 ln m(i + d)(i + d)IM(i + d)i= 8cc2 + 2y + -y(C + Ci)
 Mi(i + d) mii

 + ye(Ei+d + Es).

 Hence, intermarriage between two occupational groups is not only af-

 fected by association parameters, but also by endogamy parameters. If

 8 Scores are standardized for occupations, not for individuals. The use of unweighted
 scores guarantees that association coefficients are independent of the marginal distri-

 butions (Becker and Clogg 1989).
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 the last three terms in the above equation are positive, the association in

 subtables involving the diagonal is stronger than the association in sub-

 tables that do not involve the diagonal. This degree of "inertia" consists

 of two parts, a general degree of endogamy, 3, and a degree of endogamy

 that depends on the cultural and economic status scores of the occupa-

 tions involved.

 Because the marriage tables contain 4,900 cells, they are quite sparse.

 About half of the cells are empty and the ratio of cases to cells is between

 4: 1 and 5: 1. As a result, any conventional measure of fit is biased. While

 it is still valid to compare likelihood-ratio chi-square values across models

 if the difference in the number of degrees of freedom is small (Fienberg

 1985, p. 176), concern remains as to whether my estimates are reliable.

 Zero cells are assumed to have nonzero expected counts because every

 combination can occur in principle. In reality, there may be some varia-

 tion in the counts of the observed empty cells, but sparse multinomials do

 not contain information on this variation (Bishop, Fienberg, and Holland

 1989). A way of distinguishing observed zero counts from one another is

 to use other data. In the present context, the marriage table for all mar-

 ried couples, regardless of marital duration and marriage order, provides

 useful information because it contains few empty cells. About 10% of the

 cells in the full table are empty and the ratio of cases to cells is between

 50: 1 and 60: 1. Rather than adding a small positive constant to each cell,

 as is common practice in the literature, I fit models on so-called smoothed

 multinomials, that is, a combination of the original table and the mar-

 riage table for all couples in the particular census. The tables are added

 using a weighting scheme suggested by Bishop et al. (1989, pp. 401-2).
 The relative weight of the external cell probabilities in the combined

 tables is about . 10. Bishop et al. (1989) show that estimates of the cell

 counts in these smoothed multinomials can be regarded as pseudo-Bayes
 estimates.9 Likelihood-ratio chi-square statistics (G 2) and Bayesian infor-
 mation coefficients (BICs) are presented in table 3. The BICs measure

 how plausible the model is independent of sample size (Raftery 1986).

 Saturated models have a BIC of 0, and the more negative the score, the
 better the model.10

 9 The relative weight of the external cell probabilities is generally lower when the
 dissimilarity between the probabilities of the original and the external table is greater.

 Smoothed counts are defined as s'. = NI(N + K) x (m,, + Kr,,), where m,, are the
 original counts, r,, are the cell probabilities of the external table, and K = (N2 -
 Eml )/I((m - Nrl,)2 (see Bishop et al. 1989, pp. 401-2).
 10 Models are estimated in SPSS-loglinear, which uses a Newton-Raphson algorithm
 to obtain maximum-likelihood estimates.
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 TABLE 3

 LOG-LINEAR MODELS OF OCCUPATIONAL MARRIAGE SELECTION

 1970 COHORT 1980 COHORT

 MODEL AND DESCRIPTION df L2 BIC 8 L2 BIC 8

 A, independence ............... 4,761 9,452 -38,423 . . . 9,904 -38,328 ...

 B, SEI homogamy ............ 4,760 6,135 -41,730 35.1 6,703 -41,518 32.3

 C, Two-dimensional homo-

 gamy .................... 4,759 5,217 -42,638 44.8 6,149 -42,063 37.9

 D, C + general endogamy 4,758 4,544 -43,301 51.9 4,996 -43,206 49.6

 E, D + linear variation in

 endogamy .................... 4,756 4,536 -43,288 52.0 4,977 -43,204 49.7

 F, D + quadratic variation

 in endogamy ................. 4,754 4,483 -43,322 52.6 4,970 -43,191 49.8

 G, C + occupation-specific

 endogamy .................... 4,689 4,148 -43,003 56.1 4,531 -42,972 54.3

 H, D + exchange of status 4,756 4,515 -43,310 52.2 4,936 -43,245 50.2

 N . . .23,288 25,115

 NOTE.-See text for explanation of models, 8 = 100 x (LA - L2)IL2.

 Cultural and Economic Dimensions of Occupational Homogamy

 The two-dimensional homogamy model (model C) explains 45% of the

 G2 under the model of independence in 1970 and 38% of the G2 under
 independence in 1980, confirming that both marriage cohorts are charac-

 terized by strong degrees of occupational homogamy. To assess the valid-
 ity of using a two-dimensional specification, I compare model C to an

 "SEI homogamy" model. An SEI model is obtained by replacing the

 two association coefficients by a single association coefficient that is based
 on the average cultural and economic status scores (model B). By averag-
 ing the scores, model B essentially assumes cultural and economic effects

 are equal and thus becomes a special case of model C. Table 3 shows

 that the G2 of the SEI model is significantly higher, indicating poorer fit,
 while the BIC is less negative, showing that the SEI model is a less

 plausible model given the data. In other words, occupational homogamy

 can be described in a parsimonious way by two different dimensions of

 status.

 To compare the relative importance of cultural and economic status

 homogamy, I present parameter estimates of model C in the first column

 of table 4. Both scaled association coefficients are positive and statisti-

 cally significant. Since the two sets of status scores are standardized, the

 coefficients can be compared directly. In both years, the coefficient of
 cultural status association is stronger than the coefficient of economic

 441
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 TABLE 4

 PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF OCCUPATIONAL MARRIAGE SELECTION

 Model C Model D Model F

 1970 Cohort:

 Economic homogamy .................... .105 (.015) .094 (.015) .076 (.016)

 Cultural homogamy ...................... .570 (.011) .516 (.011) .517 (.012)

 General endogamy ....................... . . . .934 (.033) .684 (.061)

 Endogamy by

 economic status ........................ . . . . . . 148 (.069)

 (economic status)2 ..................... . . . . . . .091 (.036)

 cultural status .......................... . . . . . . -.220 (.047)

 (cultural status)2 ...................... . ... ... .209 (.035)

 1980 Cohort:

 Economic homogamy .................... .159 (.012) .121 (.011) .113 (.013)

 Cultural homogamy ...................... .485 (.011) .442 (.012) .442 (.012)

 General endogamy ....................... . . . 1.188 (.031) 1.159 (.047)

 Endogamy by

 economic status ........................ . . . . . . .228 (.053)

 (economic status)2 ...................... ... ... -.020 (.027)

 cultural status .......................... . . . . . . -.166 (.049)

 (cultural status)2 ...................... . ... ... .090 (.035)

 Change between 1970 and 1980:

 Economic homogamy .................... +.054 (.019) +.027 (.019) +.037 (.021)

 Cultural homogamy ...................... -.085 (.016) -.074 (.016) -.076 (.017)

 General endogamy ....................... . . . + .254 (.045) + .475 (.077)

 Endogamy by

 economic status ........................ . . . . . . +.080 (.087)

 (economic status)2 ..................... . . . . . - .111 (.045)

 cultural status .......................... . . . . . . +.054 (.068)

 (cultural status)2 ...................... . ... ... -.119 (.049)

 NOTE.-Nos. in parentheses are estimated SEs.

 status association. Due to the strong positive correlation between the

 two dimensions of status, the estimates are negatively correlated and

 the standard error of their difference will be large. A Z-test against the
 hypothesis of equality, however, is statistically significant at the 1% level,

 confirming that cultural homogamy is indeed stronger (Z = 20.7 in 1970

 and 16.6 in 1980).

 How have the two dimensions of homogamy changed between 1970
 and 1980? In 1980, the cultural dimension of homogamy still dominates,

 but the economic status association coefficient has increased significantly

 whereas the cultural status association coefficient has decreased. Since

 the overall degree of association, as measured by the SEI coefficient, has

 decreased somewhat (from .76 in 1970 to .66 in 1980), we can conclude
 that the increase in economic status as a factor in marriage choice has

 come at the expense of the cultural dimension of homogamy.
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 Because the samples are large, statistical significance is a limited guide

 in evaluating the strength of these results. As a substantive criterion, I

 calculate expected odds ratios under model C. Odds ratios in model C

 measure the odds that a high-status man marries up in status, relative to

 the odds that a lower-status man marries up. The odds ratio of bridging a

 cultural status distance of 1 SD in 1980 is 1.62 (e485). One standard

 deviation represents the difference between college teachers and ac-

 countants, for example. For bridging a cultural status difference of 2

 SDs, the odds ratio is 6.96, which is already quite strong (e4x 485). For
 crossing an economic status distance of 1 SD, the distance between engi-

 neers and college teachers, for example, the odds ratio is 1. 17, reflecting

 almost no association. The association increases to 1.89 for 2 SDs of

 economic status distance. While both types of association are substan-

 tively important, the cultural dimension clearly dominates. When con-

 sidering marrying across cultural and economic distances simulta-

 neously, we can simply multiply the odds ratios or add their logarithms
 (e 485 + .159)

 Occupational Endogamy

 The homogamy model assumes that marriage patterns are a function of

 the distances between groups, regardless of where in the table these dis-

 tances are bridged. To assess if intermarriage becomes less common when

 moving away from the diagonal, I add a general endogamy parameter

 to model C. Table 4 shows that there is a significant degree of endogamy
 in the marriage table, and this has increased between 1970 and 1980. To

 assess whether endogamy varies across occupations, I compare the fit

 of a model for general endogamy (model D) to the fit of a model for

 occupation-specific endogamy, which includes a single endogamy param-

 eter for each occupation (model G). The difference in G2 between these
 models represents the variation in endogamy and is statistically signifi-

 cant in both years (396 in 1970 and 465 in 1980, both with a loss of 69

 dfs). When relying on BICs, however, we see that the occupation-specific

 model is a slightly poorer representation of the data than the general

 endogamy model.

 To assess whether occupation-specific differences in endogamy are a

 function of cultural and economic status, I include interaction effects of
 endogamy and cultural and economic status (model E), and interaction

 effects of endogamy and squared economic and cultural status scores

 (model F). Model E assumes that endogamy parameters (in logarithmic

 form) change in a linear fashion with status, model F allows this relation-
 ship to be parabolic. Only a small part of the occupational variation in

 endogamy can be explained by the interaction effects of status and en-
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 dogamy (15% in 1970 and 6% in 1980). The quadratic model (model
 F) fits better than the linear model, but the BIC shows that this is only

 true in 1970. Parameters of model F are presented in the third column

 of table 4.

 The effects of economic status and squared economic status are posi-

 tive. Hence, the degree of endogamy becomes stronger when people move

 up on the economic status ladder. One interpretation of this finding lies

 in the nature of the selection process. Strictly speaking, the logic of com-

 petition implies that those at the top are proposed to by everyone beneath

 them in the hierarchy, while they themselves cannot compete for spouses

 with higher-status positions. In essence, although they are in great de-

 mand they can only settle for people like themselves. As a result, it is

 possible that they develop strategies of enclosure that prevent them from

 marrying down. For people at the bottom of the status hierarchy, enclo-

 sure strategies would only prevent them from marrying up, which may

 explain why closure there is less important.

 Table 4 further indicates that the effect of cultural status is negative

 while the effect of squared cultural status is positive. According to model
 F, the minimum level of endogamy occurs for occupations with a cultural

 status score of .526 in 1970 and .941 in 1980. Because most occupations

 have cultural status scores in the - 1.5- + 2.5 range, this indicates that

 groups in or just above the middle of the cultural hierarchy are less closed

 than groups at the top and bottom of the cultural hierarchy. It is not

 entirely clear how to interpret this U-shaped pattern, except by reference

 to "edge" effects (Marsden 1988). Because persons at the extremes of

 the distribution have a smaller pool to choose from, they may be more

 compelled to choose within their group. Given the modest improvements

 in fit, however, the relationship between the closure of an occupational

 group and its cultural or economic status is not exactly strong.

 Exchange of Cultural and Economic Occupational Status?

 Thus far, competition has been defined as the tendency to search for a

 spouse with high economic resources. Several authors have suggested

 that when sex roles are traditional, competition in the marriage market

 may take the form of an exchange between male economic resources and

 female domestic resources, physical attractiveness, or high class back-
 ground. The exchange hypothesis can also be applied to women's cultural

 resources. Given the importance of cultural capital for styles of consump-

 tion in the home and leisure activities (Bourdieu 1979), and considering

 the strong effect of parental cultural capital on children's educational

 attainment (De Graaf 1986), cultural resources can be regarded as a

 domestic resource for which men would compete. To evaluate whether
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 women are more likely to marry up in economic status when they have
 more favorable cultural status characteristics, I consider the following
 model,

 70 70

 ln(mij) = E + + yP + 'eE.Ej + 5CiCj
 z=1 j=1

 + ecEiCj + ceCiE

 The model above can be interpreted by considering the odds of marrying

 a man of economic status Ei + Ed as opposed to marrying a man of
 status Ei (with the same cultural status). Compare the odds for women
 with different cultural status positions and similar economic positions.
 An exchange can be said to occur when a woman of cultural status C1

 + Cd has more chance of marrying up in economic status than a woman

 of cultural status C, The ratio of these odds, according to the model, is
 (in logarithmic form) Nec Ed Cd. Hence, a positive Nec indicates that
 women offer their cultural status in exchange for men's economic status.

 If Nec is negative, women's cultural status can be seen as a handicap in

 finding a man of high economic status. To be complete, the model also
 includes the reverse exchange (Nce). Note that since all scales are stan-
 dardized, marital mobility is conceptualized in relative terms.

 Adding the two covariates to model D leads to a modest improvement
 in fit (model H, table 3). The coefficients, however, are small, and the

 opposite of what we would expect. The estimate of Nec is -.080 in 1970

 and -.076 in 1980, whereas the estimate of Nce is .030 in 1970 and .088
 in 1980. This suggests that there are no clear trade-offs between women's

 cultural resources and men's economic resources. On the contrary, hav-
 ing high cultural status seems to be somewhat of a handicap for women
 in the competition for men of high economic status. Alternatively, one

 can interpret the unexpected negative value of Nec as evidence that high
 economic status serves as a handicap in the search for women of high
 cultural status.

 Life-Cycle Variation in Assortative Mating by Occupation

 Since young men and women often work at jobs that have little relation
 to their adult careers, we would expect that occupation becomes a more
 important factor in the marriage market as people gain experience in the

 labor market. In tables 5 and 6, I examine the role of life-cycle stage by

 comparing couples who married shortly after leaving school to couples
 who married long after they left school. Previous analyses of homogamy
 have shown that people who marry while in school or shortly after leav-
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 TABLE 5

 FIT OF LOG-LINEAR MODELS BY TIME SINCE LEAVING SCHOOL

 Cohort and Model ' Two Years Three-Six Years ? Seven Years

 1970 Cohort:

 A ........... .............. -38,357 -39,146 -37,529

 C ........... .............. - 40,238 - 40,540 - 38,242

 D .......... ............... -40,536 -40,760 -38,372

 N ........... .............. 9,574 9,084 4,630

 1980 Cohort:

 A ...................................... -38,633 -39,259 -37,813

 C ...................................... - 40,203 - 40,754 - 38,450
 D ...................................... -40,556 -41,221 -38,784

 N ...................................... 9,338 10,645 5,118

 NOTE.-For a description of the models, see table 3.

 ing school are more likely to marry homogamously with respect to educa-

 tion than others (Mare 1991). One of the reasons, Mare suspects, is that

 schools and, in particular, colleges function as social settings that provide

 opportunities of meeting a spouse within the educational group. In the

 present context, the time between marriage and leaving school can be

 regarded as an indicator of labor market experience at the time of mar-

 TABLE 6

 PARAMETER ESTIMATES BY TIME SINCE LEAVING SCHOOL

 Cohort and Model - Two Years Three-Six Years ? Seven Years

 1970 Cohort:

 Model C:

 Economic homogamy ......... .069 (.022) .124 (.026) .171 (.036)

 Cultural homogamy ........... .545 (.016) .578 (.020) .570 (.029)

 Model D:

 Economic homogamy ......... .066 (.022) .107 (.026) .146 (.035)

 Cultural homogamy ........... .482 (.016) .536 (.020) .529 (.029)

 General endogamy ............. .922 (.049) .930 (.056) .973 (.075)

 1980 Cohort:

 Model C:

 Economic homogamy ......... .149 (.018) .158 (.020) .163 (.029)

 Cultural homogamy ........... .483 (.017) .501 (.018) .466 (.026)

 Model D

 Economic homogamy ......... .119 (.018) .118 (.020) .114 (.029)

 Cultural homogamy ........... .444 (.017) .457 (.018) .417 (.026)

 General endogamy ............. 1.087 (.051) 1.187 (.049) 1.397 (.066)

 NOTE.-NOS. in parentheses are estimated SEs.
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 riage. The longer a person has been out of school, the more settled he or

 she will be in a job, and the more strongly he or she will be embedded

 in the work setting as opposed to the school setting. While this measure

 captures potential, as opposed to real, labor market experience, I prefer

 it to age at marriage, which is strongly related to the length of schooling

 and hence to occupational status.

 Because the cross-classification is large (4,900 cells), it was not possible

 to fit the full multinomial of spouses' occupation and time since leaving

 school. Instead, I estimate models A, C, and D separately for three life-

 cycle groups: (a) couples in which the husband married two years or less

 after leaving school (including husbands still in school), (b) couples in

 which the husband married three to six years after leaving school, and (c)

 couples in which the husband married seven or more years after leaving

 school."l Models are fitted to smoothed multinomials, where the cross-
 classification for all couples in a particular census, regardless of marriage

 order and age at marriage, are used to smooth the counts. Measures of

 fit are presented in table 5; parameter estimates are presented in table 6.

 If occupations are less relevant for marriage selection early in the ca-

 reer, we would expect that the interaction structure in the table is closer

 to statistical independence for those who married early. Because the sam-

 ple sizes vary, I rely on the BIC measure to assess deviation from inde-

 pendence. Table 5 shows that the independence model has the worst fit

 (the least negative BIC) for those who married seven years or more after

 leaving school. Deviations from independence are similar in the two

 groups of early marriers. This shows that the association between hus-

 band's and wife's occupation is stronger for people who marry late (rela-

 tive to their educational career). A closer look at the hypothesis can be

 obtained by focusing on the parameter estimates. When considering a

 model for homogamy, we observe that, in both years, the economic di-

 mension of status homogamy becomes stronger the longer people have

 been out of school. The cultural dimension of status homogamy, how-

 ever, is not systematically affected by the delay between marriage and

 schooling. When considering a model for both homogamy and endogamy,

 we further notice that occupational endogamy increases as people gain
 experience in the labor market.

 The differential impact of life-cycle stage can be interpreted by consid-

 ering the kinds of uncertainty people face when they are searching for a

 spouse. On the one hand, it may be difficult for people to take economic

 factors into account at the time of marriage, simply because people at

 that age are often in the beginning of their career. Cultural tastes and

 " Time since leaving school is estimated by age at marriage less years of schooling
 completed less six.
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 values, on the other hand, tend to be well developed at an early age,

 largely because they are so strongly shaped by the schooling process. As

 a result, uncertainty about people's future cultural lifestyles is probably
 less grave than uncertainty about their future economic status. The dif-

 ference between these uncertainties declines as people marry later. This

 interpretation is consistent with the finding that the economic dimension

 of status homogamy increases in strength with the delay between mar-

 riage and schooling, while the cultural dimension of homogamy does not.

 That occupational endogamy increases as people have more (potential)

 labor market experience suggests that opportunity plays a role here as

 well. The longer unmarried people have been out of school, the more

 strongly they are embedded in a work setting, and the more likely it is

 that they will meet a spouse at work.

 CONCLUSION

 The strong degree of assortative mating by cultural status, as measured

 by occupational schooling, suggests that the tendency to seek cultural

 similarity plays a central role in the selection process. Such preferences

 for similarity can be understood as an attempt to develop a common
 lifestyle in marriage that produces social confirmation and affection. The

 cultural dimension may also be more important because, at the time of

 marriage, there is generally less uncertainty about a person's future cul-

 tural lifestyle and tastes than there is about his or her future earnings

 and economic security. In a more general sense, the importance of cul-

 tural status for aggregate patterns of homogamy is difficult to reconcile

 with the way stratification researchers have interpreted status homogamy

 in the past. Although I have not provided direct evidence on competition

 vis-a-vis matching, the marriage patterns observed above are more in
 line with a view of status groups as cultural entities that keep their

 distance from each other than with a view of status groups as economic

 entities that rely primarily on exclusion to prevent lower groups from

 gaining access. The neo-Weberian scenario of self-elimination is in line

 with recent cultural critiques of the stratification literature (Lamont and
 Lareau 1988). Research on the American upper middle class, for exam-

 ple, has shown that people do not exclusively rely on criteria such as

 ambition, money, and socioeconomic success to judge the people that

 surround them (Lamont 1992). Cultural and moral differences are impor-
 tant in why Americans maintain distance from others, and such criteria

 have more to do with a differentiation of symbolic meanings than with

 a widely agreed-upon hierarchy of symbols.

 Even though cultural status similarity is generally more salient than

 economic status similarity, the economic dimension, as measured by oc-

 cupational earnings, is not trivial and has become more important over
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 time. While the time period examined here is short, these findings provide

 some support for the hypothesis that competition in the marriage market

 has increased. One interpretation of such a change lies in the sex-role

 revolution, and in particular in the increasing number of dual earner

 families and the positive relationship between education and labor force

 participation among married women (Sweet and Bumpass 1987). Follow-

 ing the logic of the new home economic approach to the family, these

 changes could well have made women's economic resources increasingly

 attractive to men, thus leading to a more symmetrical form of competition

 for economic resources (Schoen and Wooldredge 1989; Mare 1991). That

 economic status plays a more important role when people marry late (in

 comparison to when they left school) suggests that economic factors could

 become more important in the near future. This finding is particularly

 relevant when considering the case of highly educated women who chose

 to pursue career success before beginning a family. Such a gradual ero-

 sion of the traditional organization of life-course transitions could in-

 crease the degree to which economic dimensions of status govern the

 process of spouse selection.

 Additional interpretations should be considered as well. Part of the

 decline in marriage rates since the 1960s is counteracted by a rise in

 cohabitation (Bumpass, Sweet, and Cherlin 1991). It is not yet known

 whether cohabitation functions as a substitute or a precursor to marriage,

 and most accounts suggest that there is a substantial degree of heteroge-

 neity in the motives, backgrounds, and behaviors of those who cohabit.

 Nonetheless, when asked why they lived together without being married,
 about half the cohabiting couples answered that it allowed them to assess

 whether they were compatible before marriage (Bumpass et al. 1991). If

 cohabitors are indeed more concerned with cultural factors and less with

 economic ones than those who marry, the shift I observe from 1970 to

 1980 may partly be due to the rise in cohabitation. If, on the other

 hand, cohabitation is most popular among women for whom economic

 independence is most important, as the new home economic approach

 suggests, the exclusion of unmarried couples may lead to an underestima-

 tion of the economic dimension of occupational homogamy. Research on

 partner similarity in cohabitation is scarce, but recent evidence suggests

 that unmarried partners have a greater tendency toward educational ho-

 mogamy than married partners (Schoen and Weinick 1993). Whether this

 reflects a greater emphasis on the cultural characteristics of a spouse than

 on his or her economic prospects is not yet known.
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